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By Jordan Stratford

Yearling Books, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Now in paperback, a second comic case to test the brains and bravery of the intrepid
Wollstonecraft detectives--Ada Bryon Lovelace and Mary Shelley. The Wollstonecraft Detective
Agency was supposed to be a secret constabulary, but after the success of their first case, all of
London knows that Lady Ada and Mary are the girls to go to if you have a problem. Their latest case
is a puzzler indeed: A dead father, a missing will, an escaped lunatic, and a hasty engagement. How
does it all connect? With the help (and sometimes hindrance) of their sisters Jane and Allegra, these
girls break codes, break a girl out of the hospital, and break up a very bad betrothal. Praise for The
Case of the Girl in Grey Mystery fans . will relish the girls romp around the stately home; discovery of
an encrypted clue (in the crypt, of course); and unraveling of the mystery. --Booklist Praise for The
Case of the Missing Moonstone An enjoyable plot, resourceful heroines and fun writing. --Wall Street
Journal Smart and witty. . . . The detectives in training use quick thinking, book...
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Just no phrases to describe. It typically does not price an excessive amount of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read
the book.
-- Felton Hessel-- Felton Hessel

This book is definitely not easy to get going on reading through but extremely exciting to see. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
I am pleased to explain how here is the finest book i actually have read inside my individual daily life and may be he best book for ever.
-- Mr s. Ellie Yost II--  Mr s. Ellie Yost II
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